Working in harmony

Canon Bretagne

« When you are
in harmony
with yourself,
you strive for a
better harmony
in the world. »

Since its foundation, Canon
Bretagne has been a key
manufacturing site for Canon
in Europe thanks to its
activities closely related to
this area, such as cartridge
and toner-bottle
manufacturing, cartridge
recycling and after-sales services.
Through these activities, Canon Bretagne is
devoted to environemental protection and to
customer satisfaction.
This ﬁts in perfectly with the group’s values :
Kyosei, which means « living and working in
harmony for the common good ».
Having an extensive industrial experience,
and a production centre specialising in the
electronics, plastic processing, assembly and
packaging areas, Canon Bretagne’s policy is
to share its skills with companies seeking a
partner to study and develop their product
and to sub-contract all or part of their
production. Canon Bretagne offers its
customers and partners the power and
reliability of a large group, together with the
quick response time of a small business.
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Our brochure will introduce you to the world
of Canon.
Yours sincerely,
Yoshinobu JO

ED ITO RI AL

Canon Bretagne,
versatility and proximity...

History of Canon Bretagne

An industrial site close to
Rennes Atalante science park

1983 :
1984 :
1985 :
1986 :
1987 :

(Current activities in bold)

- 600 staff members
- Industrial complex of 6 plants
- Total area of 23 hectares,
including 47,000 m2 indoor space
- Machinery valued at € 80 million
- Average annual investment of
14 million
- Research and development centre
located 20 km from the plant

1997 :
1999 :
2003 :

Implementing our values
on a daily basis

2004 :

Located in Liffré, 25 km from Rennes,
since 1983, in the heart of a protected
environment, Canon Bretagne takes an
active part in the region’s economic,
cultural and sporting life. As a
representative of a global group, its
duty is to take on certain social
responsibilities and act towards its staff
and partners as a responsible company.

2005 :
2011 :
2013 :
2014 :

Creation of the company
Photocopiers production
Typewriters production
Assembly of electronic boards
Production of cartridges,
fax machines and laser printers
Recycling of used cartridges
Production Reform
Blister packaging of cartridges
Repair of ofﬁce products
Call centre
First industrial partnership
Repair of photography and
video products
Dismantling end-of-life ofﬁce
products
e-Maintenance
Manufacturing and ﬁlling of toner
bottles
Celebration of 30th anniversary
Telemarketing

Canon Bretagne
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Maintaining the essential:
The well-being of people and the world
Kyosei, our philosophy
We are working to achieve corporate
growth and development while
contributing to the world prosperity,
human happiness, and enhancing
communication among people.
With a profound inﬂuence on our
behaviour and methods, Kyosei, a
Japanese word which means ‘living and
working in harmony for the common
good’ is a genuine philosophy.
It guides the mission, objectives and the
culture which the company strives to
develop every day, and encourages each
staff member to aim not just for high
performance but for excellence.
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THE CANON

SPIRIT

San-ji, our ethical spirit
Guided by Kyosei, the company’s
philosophy, the worldwide Canon group
is constantly developing. To ensure fair
and equitable progress, Canon
employees should be guided by San-ji.
This is a universal principle that
encourages each staff member to
behave in a responsible way, exercise
self-discipline and to strive to maintain
a high level of corporate ethics and
compliance with the law.
It is made up of three fundamental
attitudes:
• Ji-hatsu or self-motivation: being
proactive in everything you do.
• Ji-chi or self-control: acting in a
responsible way.
• Ji-kaku or self-awareness:
understanding situations and
one’s role.

Canon Bretagne
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A responsible and demanding manufacturer
Environmental commitment
The Canon group has devoted many years
of hard work to make the Canon spirit a
reality, and will continue to promote the
principles of Kyosei and San-ji to make
them last.

The impact of our activities on the
world is a major source of concern for
Canon and, in order to address this, we
have drawn up our own environmental
charter. All Canon products are
designed with a view to saving energy,
conserving resources and eliminating
hazardous substances.
In addition to these measures, Canon
takes part in major environmental
projects, and is, for example, a member
of the GREEN labels (green
procurement) and the WWF (World
Wildlife Fund).
Canon Bretagne is fully committed to
an environmental approach, and its
operations involving the recycling of
end-of-life products, which began in
1997, are a perfect illustration of this.
In addition, Canon Bretagne offers an
example of environmental excellence
in the management of the Liffré
production site. In 1995 it became the
ﬁrst industrial site in France to receive
ISO 14001 certiﬁcation, and it has had
its certiﬁcation renewed regularly since
then.

At Canon Bretagne, this concept can be
noticed through the involvement of
employees in developing production
methods and safety at work, through the
quality of relationships with partners, and
also through the inclusion of environmental
concerns at all levels of production. This
approach aims at taking social concerns
(tough working conditions, job equality...)
into account for the well-being pursuit
within the company.
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VALUE S

Customer satisfaction

Constant innovation

Canon has acquired its reputation
through the consistently high product
quality and reliable methods. Relying on
its signiﬁcant industrial experience, it
complies with the most demanding
standards, and fulﬁls regulatory
obligations in advance in order to meet
its customers’ needs.

Canon’s constant growth is based on the
development of original products with a
strong element of added value, a strategy
based on diversiﬁcation, and the perfecting
of new technologies in line with the future
expectations of customers.
For Canon Bretagne, innovation is
concentrated in three areas: technological
innovation, human resources and
production methods. Latest-generation
robots, high-performance equipment and
cutting-edge techniques are used to
manufacture the products for which Canon
Bretagne is responsible. Kaizen (or personal
suggestions) create a permanent source of
improvement through the active
participation of The Canon Bretagne team.
These methods encourage the involvement
and commitment of all in the steady
evolution of the production system.
Reﬂecting a rigorous organisational
approach, Canon Bretagne implements
Japanese-style methods (lean, 5S, TPM,
Kanban...) which aim to improve
performance constantly, with a view to
optimum customer satisfaction (respect
for the environment and for quality, and
reduction in costs and deadlines).

For Canon Bretagne, ensuring the
reliability of parts and products is not
just a question of a ﬁnal inspection. All
key monitoring points (for reliability and
safety) are veriﬁed throughout the
manufacturing process.
Canon Bretagne is certiﬁed to ISO 9001
since 1993 and ISO 13485 (medical
devices) since 2007.

Canon Bretagne
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Electronics

Plastic injection

Specialisations at Canon Bretagne
Each process in the manufacture of
products can be tackled in the workshops
of the Canon Bretagne production centre:
design and mass production, manufacture
of electronic boards and plastic and
mechanical parts, assembly of products,
packaging, after-sales service, and
processing of end-of-life products. Thanks
to this versatility, we have mastered the key
specialisations in manufacturing.

Machining
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SPECIALISATIONS

ing
Packag

Assembly

Electronics

Assembly

Since 1986, Canon Bretagne has
developed a solid experience in
electronic boards and in the manual
and automated insertion of
components. The workshop is equipped
with machinery capable of positioning
up to 2 million components per week
and has a full mastery of SMC
positioning processes and through-hole
mount components for ﬂow or reﬂow
soldering (with or without lead),
and speciﬁc testing methods. Canon
Bretagne manufactures a wide range
of electronic boards using these
techniques.

Assembly forms the heart of Canon
Bretagne’s activities, permanently
focused on reliability, effectiveness and
safety. Whether production is on a
small, medium or large scale, the
organisation of the module-based
workshop, allows ﬂexibility (rapid
adaptation to changes in models and
variations in quantities), while
guaranteeing the quality of the ﬁnal
product.

Packaging
This stage in the manufacturing process
consists of ﬁnding appropriate
packaging options, taking into account
design, protection of products, cost and
compliance with environmental
standards. Our workshops offer a large
range of services, such as co-packing,
overpacking, stretch wrapping,
labelling, publication of notices,
anti-theft devices, and more.

Plastic injection and machining
Canon Bretagne has speciﬁc workshops
for the manufacture of plastic and
mechanical parts.
Specialized in manufacturing of toner
cartridges and bottles, Canon Bretagne
has developed know-how in design and
fabrication of tools. The plastic
processing workshop uses the injection
process to manufacture a great number
of parts in all kinds of materials, both
transparent and coloured.
Equipped with conventional numerically
controlled machines as well as
machining centre, the workshop takes
part in every step of the manufacturing
process.

Canon Bretagne
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Inspects parts before
reusage

« When words and actions go together,
they create a beautiful harmony. » Montaigne

Christian Fiacre
Plant general manager

In line with our pursuit of continuous
improvement, the « production reform » has
changed our production and management
methods. Canon Bretagne’s expertise is based
on three areas : the chemical products, the
provision of services and the industrial
partnership.
- Through our activity of chemical products,
including manufacturing of toner cartridges
and bottles, and recycling of toner cartridges,
we show our strong commitment to
environment.
These productions are central to the
European market and the manufacturing of
cartridges in a “closed loop” enables us to use
as many recycled parts as possible and to
regenerate plastic materials.
- The services illustrate our constant concern
with customer satisfaction, going beyond
manufacturing alone.
- The industrial partnership is now well
developed at Canon Bretagne and enables us
to make the whole of our “entrepreneur
structure” available.
Thus, throughout our activities, there is a clear
picture of harmony between actions and
words!
C. Fiacre
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MANUFACTURING

ottle
Toner b
Toner bottle ﬁlling workshop

Manufacturing and recycling of cartridges
Manufacturing of toner bottles
Since 1987, cartridges have been manufactured at
Canon Bretagne, on premises with specially controlled
atmosphere and lighting conditions. The sensitivity of
the product requires a strictly controlled environment
(temperature, humidity, dust, light).
At the same time, Canon Bretagne recycles Canon
cartridges collected throughout Europe. Used
cartridges are either disassembled so that the parts
can be re-used or ground up for the recycling of
materials or energy recovery. Parts that are re-used
are thoroughly cleaned and subjected to a rigorous
quality inspection before being placed in new
cartridges. Grinding and automatic sorting of
materials make it possible to recover metals such as
steel and aluminium, and plastic ; parts of these plastic
materials are re-injected for parts manufactured for
new products.
Since 2011, Canon Bretagne has specialised in the
industrial manufacturing of toner bottles. These
cartridges are used for the larger copier models.
Several models are manufactured with the 4
colours of ink: black, blue, yellow and magenta.
This production requires high tech automated
and robotised equipments so as to guarantee
the quality level expected for a Canon product.

Regenerated plastic granulates

Canon Bretagne
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After-sales service
Since 2002, Canon Bretagne has been using its
industrial know-how in the after-sales service
by setting up successively a technical call
centre, a repair workshop of ofﬁce machines
(which became a Canon Regional Accredited
Service Centre in 2005), a refurbishment
workshop (to repair products to make them as
good as new), and other remote support
services for Canon France.
These services are also on offer to business
partners, and some of them have already
chosen Canon Bretagne as provider of aftersales services, in addition to the assembling
and logistics services for their products.
Today, the after-sales service employs highly
qualiﬁed technicians in technologies as varied
as audio, ofﬁce equipment, photography and
video, among others. From the telemarketing
and repair call centres including return logistics
service, Canon Bretagne offers a
comprehensive range of services in its site to
ensure the best satisfaction of customers.
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Telemarketing

Call and repair centre

Backed by its recognised experience in call
centre management, Canon Bretagne has
launched telemarketing services to allow
salespersons to focus on their core job.

The core strength of Canon Bretagne lies in
the versatility of its staff, who rotate
between the call centre and repair
workshop, thus increasing their skill levels.
Assistance of problem resolution by phone,
without needing on-site support, allows
customers to reduce machine downtime
and have their products quickly available
again to their satisfaction. In case a product
malfunction cannot be remedied by phone,
Canon Bretagne will arrange to take the
product back for repair and send it back to
the customer, or replace it within 24 hours.

By delegating to us tedious works (such as
sending emails, creating new customer
accounts, and making appointments), the
salespersons can devote more time to
customers.

Refurbishment
Canon Bretagne provides refurbishment
services for its clients to restore their
products according to the required
speciﬁcations. Then, they are tested and
packed as new products to be shipped to
the clients for resale.

The workshop dedicated to after-sales
services can handle more than 300 different
models. With e-Maintenance system for
network-connected equipment, a problem
will be reported to the operators at the call
centre, which allows to resolve the proglem
by phone in most cases without dispatching
a technician for on-site service.

Dismantling
The European directive on "Waste from
Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(WEEE)” makes it compulsory to collect
and recycle WEEEs. Canon Bretagne
performs WEEE disassembly since 2004
according to the regulations in force and
by maintaining the policy of "no landﬁll".

Canon Bretagne
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« Together we are strong. »
For a worldwide group, maintaining a good
brand image goes beyond providing the
markets with the brand’s products.
Commercial practices and professional
ethics, management methods and business
culture: all these elements have helped
to build Canon’s worldwide reputation,
which Canon Bretagne would like to share
with you.
The site is extending the scope of its
activities by making its expertise available
to companies wishing to out-source their
production. This service is available to all
companies, in sectors as varied as
audiovisual, automotive, ofﬁce, home
automation, household electrical goods,
medical, electronic money, telephony, and
industrial in general.
In the context of developing new products
or preparing them for mass production,
Canon Bretagne proposes to take on your
production processes, in order for you to
focus on research and development and/or
marketing...

Philippe Meneu
Sales manager

P. Meneu
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INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIP

Take advantage of
Canon Bretagne’s expertise
Electronic boards, machinery units,
plastic items, products for general
consumption or for professional use :
Canon Bretagne can take on various
kinds of manufacturing projects in total
conﬁdentiality, carrying out the full or
partial production of small, medium or
large-scale projects.

Canon Bretagne
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The power of a group...
Collaborating with Canon Bretagne
means beneﬁting from the excellence
of an international group and from
Canon quality.
The brand has acquired its reputation
through consistently high product
quality and reliable methods.
Based on long industrial experience,
the Canon strategy unites technological
innovation, precise production methods,
environmental responsibility and
customer satisfaction.
This rigour has enabled Canon Bretagne
to position itself as one of France’s
highest-performing industrial companies.

International logistics
fulﬁlling your requirements
Certiﬁed as Authorised Economic
Operator (AEO Customs and Security),
Canon Bretagne controls all custom
related operations via its Import-Export
Department. With this status, Canon
Bretagne beneﬁts from simpliﬁed custom
procedures and ﬁnancial advantages.
With a perfect grasp of Supply Chain
Management tools within the group,
Canon Bretagne will adapt and use the
most suitable techniques for your project.

Our strength in international
purchasing
Canon Bretagne has developed a network
of qualiﬁed suppliers and can rely on the
group’s strength in international
purchasing, which is facilitated by the
International Purchasing Ofﬁce operating
on the Asian market.
Our global view of the components
markets and the benchmarking we carry
out ensure that we can offer you the best
purchasing performance. Canon’s
commitment regarding « green
procurement » provides an assurance of
compliance with environmental
requirements in choosing materials.
16

INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIP

The focus of a small company
The experience of multidisciplinary teams by your side
Our engineers and technicians can play a
part throughout the development chain of
your products (design, prototype, pilot
run).
The teams working at Canon Bretagne are
young, versatile and experienced, bringing
together varied and complementary skills.
Work performed in synergy provides proof
of their proactiveness and effectiveness.

High-performance innovative
equipment available to you
Canon Bretagne gives you access to hightechnology machines and tools (electronic
component insertion machines,
a polymerisation oven, plastics injection
presses, polyarticulated
6-axis robots, etc.) and high-precision
monitoring equipment (anechoic room,
X-Ray room, 3D coordinate measuring
machine, etc.). The site’s machinery,
valued at € 80 million, is constantly being
renewed, thanks to investments of
approximately 20% per year.

Canon Bretagne
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Uniting to improve production
Canon Bretagne is a single solution,
encompassing the entire process from
designing for mass production to delivery
of the ﬁnished product.

... In addition to manufacturing
activity, Canon Bretagne offers
services such as
n after-sales

supports and
telemarketing,

Each stage in the manufacture of products
may be undertaken in the workshops of the
Canon Bretagne production centre, which
can:
n advise
n for

n dismantle

you on preparations,

n your

mass production,

n manufacture

References

n produce

your plastic or
mechanical parts,

n assemble

n take

end-of-life products.

your electronic

boards,

n package

and extract value

from,

Today, about thirty partner companies
have placed their trust in Canon
Bretagne, in areas as varied as medical,
paramedical, food-processing,
IoT
(Internet of things) sectors, etc.

your products,

your products,

care of your logistics.
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CANON’S COMMITMENT

Canon’s commitment

Customer satisfaction is a permanent
concern and a day-to-day commitment
governed by compliance with standards.
On the same basis as for its own
production, Canon Bretagne guarantees:
n Care

for the environment
(ISO 14001),

n Quality

of service
(ISO 9001, ISO 13485),

n Cost

optimisation,

n Compliance

with deadlines,

nA

strong involvement
of The Canon Team.

Canon Bretagne
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Canon Bretagne
Les Landes de Beaugé
35341 Liffré Cedex
Tél. : 02 99 23 51 11
Fax : 02 99 68 56 03
E-mail : info@cb.canon.fr

www.canon-bretagne.fr
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